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Since the 1970s, women artists have been a central focus of art-historical research. Female sculptors, however, and especially those who are not American, remain almost as underrepresented in current scholarship as they do in the artists' dictionaries of their day. In 1830, for example, the only woman sculptor to be included in Allan Cunningham's Lives of the Most Eminent British Painters and Sculptors was Anne Damer (1748-1828) (Figure 19 ), just as some three centuries earlier, Properzia de' Rossi (c.1490 de' Rossi (c. -c.1530 ) appeared as the sole representative of her sex in Giorgio Vasari's Vite (1550-68). Nevertheless, Cunningham was dimly aware that Damer followed in the footsteps of a number of other (albeit, in his view, less illustrious) sculptresses as his inclusion of the following quotation from Horace Walpole demonstrates: 'Mrs Damer . . . has chosen a walk more difficult and far more uncommon than painting. The annals of statuary record few artists of the fair sex, and not one that I recollect of any celebrity.' 2 Despite Walpole's claim, women were working in the three-dimensional arts in the period between the publication of Vasari's Vite and Cunningham's Lives.
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Throughout the eighteenth century their number grew significantly, although women probably never represented more than 1 per cent of the profession as a whole. Artists' dictionaries record a total of around 40 sculptresses active between 1660 and 1750, and about twice that number between 1750 and 1830.
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In reality, there were probably even more. 1748 might be seen as a symbolic turning point in this insufficiently documented, narrative of growth and expansion. It was then that Patience Wright-Lovell (1725-86), an American, married a Quaker, whose wealth enabled her to buy modelling materials. During the same year, the French sculptor Marie-Elisabeth Eduin (n.d.) was active in Paris and two of the most famous and productive early sculptresses were born: Anne Damer and the French woman Marie-Anne Collot (1748-1821). These four artists are representative of a small group of fascinating and ambitious women who devoted themselves to sculpture and the pursuit of public visibility in the art capitals of Europe. Several of these women won prestigious commissions and medals. Elizabeth Berkeley (1750-1828), margravine 
